I have a question. Should we be taking in women as wives that the world would consider
less desirable (mentaly, physically, ect)? I would think yes, but I am interested in what
people here think.
RAMYK ANSWERS-I agree with all the comments......I think we are all saying the same
thing...yet 2 points...1) It's not just a matter of "taking in" the disabled and challenged.
What happens when a woman has to decide to marry or not marry a disabled man,... who
can still be her lover and yet there is a care taking aspect of her towards him, that she
must consider. Not all women are so kind nor predisposed. 2) Looks do matter. To say
otherwise is denial of the way Yahuwah has created us. We need to be real here. Yahuwah
made born again believers with both a spiritual and physical attraction and just because a
BELIEVER denies the physical, does not change the way YHWH created us. So to you "man
folks" that have 1, let alone more Torah wives who also seem beautiful in your eyes,
blessed are you among men. Keep it biblical, but also keep it real friends. Women and men
no matter how much Torah they know, have a tough time making love to someone they
"consider" repulsive. So to answer your initial question/premise Dale, taking on a
challenged person as a wife or a husband for that matter, is not to me at least a matter of
inner vs. outer beauty, but a CALLING, GIFTING and EMPOWERING from Yah Almighty. Not
all are called or gifted to handle such a challenging calling! Actually MOST are not!
Remember the erroneous Christian mindset is flesh (bad) vs spirit (good) or either or
mentality. The Hebrew mindset sees the BODY, SOUL AND SPIRIT AS HOLY and does not
separate inner vs. outward beauty as religion does.
PS Most MEN who think they are supposed to be or desire to be polygamous are not so
called. Only you know for sure but from studying and experiencing this restoration truth
firsthand, the good bad and ugly I want to caution you in the Master's care that VERY FEW
can handle one woman let alone multiple. Greater men than you have tried and failed. Why
then do we still push it? Because it is a key restoration truth and you don't know who the
FEW GOOD MEN are. Problem is sometimes men and women find out too late that they
thought they were called to it but in retrospect they realize they were not. BOTTOM LINE?
When seeking plural marriage looks and disabilities are secondary to the reality of an
abiding CALLING by Abba to you in a deep personal way, knowing as surely as you knpw
your name DOB and home address. Selah
PSS-Right on. Women also need a strong wake up call. If YHWH INDEED calls a man to
take on more wives, she should NOT play Holy Spirit and Lord by threatening to leave, or
abandoning him, or manipulating him till he surrenders. Sometimes it’s the man
abandoning, but other times it can be a woman. Yahushua is the Master not the wife. But
most women still think that they and not Yahshua have the final word as Master when it
comes to patriarchal living. That also is a problem in the restoration of biblical families, as I
see this as another vanity in my days under the sun.

